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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the accessibility 
of higher education to the citizens of Montana, to its university 
system, and to make recommendations to Montana’s Commissioner of 
Higher Education and to Montana’s Board of Regents. The study was 
commissioned for the purpose of implementing a program whereby 
higher education could be, made accessible to everyone living in 
Montana. 

The instrument was divided into two major areas: Secondary 
Education and Services; and the University System: Elements of 
Access and Delivery. The two major areas were divided into nine more 
specific divisions. The secondary area was subdivided into curriculum, 
transcripts, and guidance-counseling; the university area was sub¬ 
divided as to cognitive, relevance, geographic, time, eligibility, and 
economic determinants. There the instrument was directed to one 
hundred eleven open ended assumptions that were used as the data 
gathering topics. 

Assumptions in the study were directed to basically answer 
seven questions which were: 1. Are Montana's secondary schools 
providing the necessary services to its students for access to higher 
learning? 2. Does the individual know of the existence of higher 
education perceived as available to the individual? 3. Are the 
higher educational services located so that the individual can reach 
the site of the services with an affordable expenditure of money, time 
and energy? 5. Are the higher educational services offered at a time 
when the individual can be free of other obligations? 6. Are insti¬ 
tutional requirements for admission to higher education relevant? 
7. Are the higher educational services priced so that they are 
affordable to the individual? 

Two hundred seventeen (217) personal interviews were made, tape 
recorded and presented to three different groups of citizens in Montana. 
These groups were categorized as: sixty three college personnel from 
the six units of the Montana University System; sixty two secondary 
and vocational-technical personnel from throughout the state of 
Montana; and sixty-two other representative lay-public from all geo¬ 
graphical areas of Montana representing many vocations, professions 
and occupations. 

The instrument was designed so that data could be accumulated 
and recorded in a percentage agreement from the assumptions presented. 

Conclusions drawn from the study have revealed that there are 
some problems of accessibility in the Montana university system 
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involving the citizens of Montana. Revision, reviewing of policies, 
and updating are necessary if the needs of our residents are to be 
met. 

Recommendations were made to Montana's Commissioner of Higher 
Education for presentation to the Montana Board of Regents for 
discussion and consideration. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of the accessibility of the post-secondary institu¬ 

tions of Montana was pinpointed by House Bill No. 578 of the 1973 

Legislative Session of the State of Montana which pretty much mandated 

such a study: 

The 1973 Legislature created the Montana Commission on 
Postsecondary Education and directed it to 'make a detailed 
and thorough study of postsecondary education in this state.' 
The Legislature mandated that specific attention be given to 
inventories of post-secondary educational resources, accounta¬ 
bility, planning and coordination, and access for all persons 
who desire and can benefit from postsecondary education (15: 

P. 1) . 

Arising out of and because of the post-World War II era of 

dynamic growth and change which surfaced new needs which demanded new 

educational targets to meet these needs, the 1973 Legislative 

Assembly created the Montana Commission on Post-Secondary Education. 

This Commission lists among its statement of goals one which most 

specifically addresses itself to the problem of accessibility of 

post-secondary institutions to Montana citizens. 

Responsiveness to changing needs of the state, communities 
and people of Montana, which include bringing the resources of 
post-secondary education to bear upon the problems of society 
(15: p. 14). 

In order to determine just how accessible, among other things, 

the post-secondary institutions of higher education were to Montana 

citizens, the Montana Commission on post-secondary education in its 
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Phase I, identification of issues and problems, in July of 1973, 

gathered the views of the Commission, the educational community, and 

the general public. These views were x^idely solicited from the 

components mentioned and allowed freedom to define questions and raise 

issues of any educational nature. The response to this solicitation 

was cosmopolitan enough to justify the survey. 

After disgesting the results of this freely given information 

from its widely-based primary sources, the Commission separated out 

the need for a study on the accessibility of Montana citizens to 

higher post-secondary educational institutions and requested the 

Montana Board of Regents to address this problem specifically. The 

Board of Regents authorized that a formal study be made. 

Circumscribed by this definitive request of "accessibility", 

this study strictly limited itself to the prescribed topic and 

attempts to describe what can be done to make the institutions of 

higher learning in this state more accessible to the citizens of 

Montana. The Colorado Task Force on Access (1), the Arizona Adult 

Access Study (2), and the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (6), 

to name a few, do in-depth studies on "accessibility" as herein defined 

and show that this problem is, indeed, national in scope and one that 

Montana does well to address itself. 

Though it was not the purpose of this study to single out any 

particular person or specific institution as a significant factor in 
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contributing to the problems related to accessibility, certain persons 

may feel threatened or offended by this study. But since one of the 

aims of this report was to elicit response and to provoke dialogue it 

ran the risk of raising controversial issues. There are certain areas 

of this study that some will never be convinced are of particular 

relevance to the problem of accessibility. Yet since many others have 

expressed a real interest in these same issues relating to the 

questions of accessibility, their concerns also were reflected in this 

study. 

The research that was pursued on "Access to Higher Education 

in Montana" was patterned after that of the "Colorado Task Force on 

Access" (1). The aims and objectives of this study are dependent upon 

and related to those of the "Montana Commission on Postsecondary Educ¬ 

ation" (15) . 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem for this study is to determine if the institutions 

of higher education in Montana are accessible to Montana citizens. 

Further, an ancillary problem is to determine if accessibility is 

communicated to those citizens. 
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NEED OF STUDY 

Tills study of accessibility is needed to help realize two 

specific goals of the Montana Commission on Postsecondary Education: 

Coordination and planning to assure diversity, comprehensive¬ 
ness and cooperation between units and systems of postsecondary 
education and protection of public interest 

and to provide: 

equal and universal opportunity for Montanans with motiva¬ 
tion and ability to benefit, regardless of race, creed, sex, age, 
national origin or economic status to participate in post¬ 
secondary education (15). 

These goals so described speak to the changing needs of society. 

So rapid, in fact, is change in this century that it is best described 

as the only stable element of our present society. 

The "Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Study and Report 

on Education in the United States, June, 1973" (6) has shown that 

society and its educational needs in this nation are not only contin¬ 

ually changing but also are changing at a more rapid pace than 

experienced in past generations. This report also revealed that 

changes at the university level are needed to accommodate the demands 

and needs of a wider range of people desiring to further their higher 

education. 

Commission Chairman Ted James of the Montana Commission on 

Postsecondary Education directed the attention of the Montana Board of 

Regents to House Bill No. 578. In this bill was mandated that specific 
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attention be given and access for all persons who desire and 

can benefit from postsecondary education (15: p. 1). The Board of 

Regents, recognizing a need of a study of accessibility before 

recommending action on it, directed that such a study be made June, 

1975. 

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED 

The questions to be answered by the study were: 

1. Is the Montana University System adequately providing the 

necessary services of access (as defined herein) for its present and 

future students from Montana? 

2. Are the secondary schools, in Montana, providing the 

necessary services (as defined herein) to its students for the most 

understandable and reasonable entrance or access to the Montana 

University System? 

3. Are the objectives, goals, policies, scholarships, grants 

and curricula of the six Montana University System's campus compatible 

with each other and updated so as to meet the needs of accessibility 

for the people of Montana? 

4. Are the necessary services being provided by the Montana 

University System to the communities in Montana for access to its 

institutions of higher education? 

5. Are communications dealing with access, between the Montana 
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University System, secondary schools and the communities in this state 

adequate and continually updated? 

6. Does the individual know the existence of Higher Education¬ 

al Services, and are the services perceived as available to the 

individual? 

7. Are the available Higher Education Services related to the 

needs of the individual and of society? 

8. Are the Higher Education Services located so that the 

individual can reach the site of the services with an affordable expen¬ 

diture of money, time and energy? 

9. Are the Higher Educational Services (as defined herein) 

offered at a time when the individual can be free of other obligations? 

10. Are Montana State University's requirements for admission 

to higher education relevant? 

11. Are the Montana Higher Educational Services priced so that 

they are affordable to the individual, or is appropriate and sufficient 

financial aid provided to enable the individual to afford the services. 

GENERAL PROCEDURE 

The Colorado Task Force on Access: Access to the Colorado 

University System (1) served as the model, with modest revisions, 

that most closely associated itself with the Montana University System 

and the people in the State of Montana. The outline began with a 
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general question in each major topic heading and then word associations 

rather than questions were found in the sub-topics. (See Appendix A). 

This study was not conducted to elicit response by the conven¬ 

tional type of written questionnaire, but through personal interviews 

that were taped, so that the interviewer was able not only to obtain 

information but collect exact data. Approximately two hundred fifty 

interviews were conducted involving persons representing a great 

variety of life styles. 

Samplings for those interviews were selected and equally 

divided among a three group category of people: college personnel, 

secondary and vo-tech personnel, and representative lay-public with 

an interest in the Montana University System. The latter group 

consisted of people with a wide variety of professions, vocations, 

occupations and educational backgrounds. 

LIMITATIONS 

The study is limited to the citizens of Montana for the years 

1975 and 1976. This study is also limited to the public secondary 

schools, vo-tech schools and to the six units of the university system 

in Montana, when applying the instrument to the segments that deal with 

the educational personnel in the samplings. A limitation is also placed 

at the two hundred fifty (250) personal interviews at the request of 

the group asking for the study because of economic and time factors. 
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DEFINITION OF TEEMS 

For this paper the following definitions were employed for 

unified communication: 

Access or Accessibility. As employed in this context and used 

in this paper, access refers specifically to the right or prerogative 

of Montanans to enter or make use of the public institutions of 
%• 

higher education in the state of Montana. 

Vo-Tech School. Vo-tech school refers to those post-secondary 

facilities of education which teach technical subjects and skills 

leading to technical fields and/or provide a steping stone from high 

school into university levels, i.e., a graduate of such a described 

school could go from: design technician to architect; nurse's aide 

to B.A. in nursing; metal trade to mechanical engineer. This 

statement in no way is to be interpreted as meaning that a vo-tech 

graduate will go into a higher level of education; it only means that 

a vo-tech school does provide a flow-through method of going to such 

a level. 

Secondary School. Secondary schools refer to those four years 

of education in an accredited facility following the elementary level 

of eight years duration and from which students are granted a high- 

school diploma. This diploma states that the graduate has completed 

the necessary courses required for graduation. 
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SUMMARY 

The decision on how these topics were to be developed was left 

to the discretion of the writer who decided to obtain his results by 

the technique of taped interviews. 

The manner of doing these interviews was to divide the 

educational community into three major groups: secondary and vo-tech 

personnel, college personnel and the "grass-rooters" or lay represent¬ 

atives. All interviews were taped and representatives of each major 

group came from all areas of the state. 

Data obtained from these interviews gives enough specifics 

to form a platform from which precise recommendations to improve the 

accessibility to Montanans to their units of higher education can be 

constructed. 



Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

In reviewing the literature on access or accessibility to 

higher education at the public universities and colleges by citizens 

in their respective states, the researcher divided the material into 

two major areas that, as closely as possible, fit the conditions 

that are most applicable and suitable in the State of Montana. The 

decision to use the two-pronged study arises directly out of the final 

report of the Montana Commission on Postsecondary Education: 

The Technical Report prepared for us on 'Relations Between 
Postsecondary Education and Secondary Education' noted that 
'. . . the boundaries between high school work and college 
work are becoming less distinct, and it is essential that any 
emerging postsecondary system takes this into account.' 
The future will require a close working relationship between 
the two levels of education. We feel that the State Board of 
Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the 
Commissioner of Higher Education should lead in building 
bridges between high school and post secondary units. 

5. The State Capital Board of Education should immediately 
establish a permanent committee on relations between secondary 
and postsecondary education. The committee should include 
members of the Board of Public Education and the Board of 
Regents. It should promote program articulation between secondary 
education and provide a forum for discussion of other overlapping 
issues, problems, and ideas. 

6. There should be a continuous liaison between the staffs 
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Commissioner 
of Higher Education. There should be joint studies of issues of 
mutual concern (15: p. 19). 

Because these two major areas were so addressed by the Montana 

Commission on Postsecondary Education and was so relayed to the Board 

of Regents, this study was commissioned to be made and addresses itself 
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to: The Services and Functions of Secondary Schools with the heaviest 

emphasis on the university system: Elements of Access and Delivery. 

In order to present the literature in an orderly fashion, the 

researcher limited himself to the two major areas described above based 

on the intrinsic value of the primary goal of postsecondary education: 

Our primary goal as a Commission and the primary goal of 
postsecondary education should be enhancing the opportunities 
for learning available to Montana. We are concerned about the 
quantity and quality of opportunities. And we believe that the 
learning experiences available through our institutions should 
respect the individualism and diversity of Montana (15: p. 3). 

Those persons deemed qualified to enter any unit of the 

Montana University System are defined below: 

75-8701. Qualification of students. The University system 
is open to all people subject to such uniform regulations as 
the regents deem proper (18: p. 404). 

SECONDARY EDUCATION AND SERVICES 

Any study of accessibility of higher education involves almost 

boundless ramifications and implications relating to all levels of the 

educational process. Donavan has stated that the basic procedures and 

achievements of the pre-college education and all the services afforded 

at the secondary level of education must be included in every consider¬ 

ation of the problems of access to the higher levels of education (7). 

The various state and national task forces commissioned to 

study the problem of accessibility have generally recognized that the 
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focus of and one of the most vital elements of the whole question of 

access is the student himself and his secondary educational background: 

the student who at present is interested in higher education or may 

be in the future. 

This study, then, took as its point of departure an overview 

of the curriculum, transcripts and guidance-counseling services and 

functions provided by the state's secondary schools and proceed from 

there to the university system, keeping in mind the review of litera¬ 

ture. 

Curriculum effectiveness depends basically on teacher 

effectiveness. Hence, an investigation into teachers' education and 

qualifications for administration of curriculum is in order. Some 

facets of those areas are being questioned and/or challenged. 

A teacher who received instruction in a given discipline, 
especially if this discipline has changed radically in many 
of its component parts, should not be allowed to teach in that 
discipline if upgrading is not periodically every five or six 
years (13). 

CURRICULUM 

Curricula will vary greatly from school to school because of 

the vast disparity in size of school population (5). However, at this 

time the smaller schools'in Montana are holding their own education- 

wise in national testing. Congressman Max Baucus (4) states: "Montana 

student scores in the S.A.T. tests are resisting the national trend 
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and are still climbing upv/ard while those of the nation as a whole have 

shown an alarming decline." This rising trend is due, in no small part, 

to stable, basic bodies of knowledge found in each curriculum no matter 

what the size of school population happens to be. 

75-7504. Instruction in junior high schools and high schools. 
. . . Instruction shall be given in accordance with the require¬ 
ments of the standards of accreditation adopted by the Board of 
Education. Such standards shall require instruction in English, 
American History, American Government, Mathematics, Science, Health 
and Physical Education. Instruction may be given in additional 
subjects when approved by the trustees (18: p. 332). 

The method by which the curriculum of a school is taught is 

local in origin. Some schools support the tract system. Of this system 

Austin in a quoted statement said: 

The secondary schools support the tract system that results 
from selective admissions because they see it as a reward or 
incentive system to motivate their students. Those who would 
defend the system more on educational grounds argue that students 
will develop better academically if they are grouped x^ith 
students with similar abilities. Amazingly little research has 
tested this assumption, but the available evidence offers virtually 
no support for it (3: p. 1). 

Other educators expressed concern that academic curriculums 

have become lax in many high schools and that many students are encour¬ 

aged by their structures to cheat themselves from obtaining a viable, 

sound, usable, and applicable education, thus limiting the potential 

to develop fully those capacities in the academic, vocational and 

professional areas of life (8) . 

There is also concern among educators nationally that basic 
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curricula do not stress the "three R’s" and are sadly lacking at the 

pre-college level (19). 

TRANSCRIPTS 

Because transcripts have traditionally been regarded as the 

primary record by which a student’s academic stature and achievement 

are evaluated, this study briefly addressed itself to the concern the 

Colorado Task Force on Access found in its* state (1). This task force 

noted that though transcripts from'secondary schools are presented 

in a great variety of forms, most administrators realize that it would 

be unrealistic to develop a standardized form because of the great 

disparity of school populations within the state (1: p. 4). 

The Montana State Department of Education formulated a 

standardized transcript eight years ago but it was never adopted (9). 

Secondly, in the Colorado study it questioned the practical 

value of the transcripts as a means of aiding the student since many 

college advisors often do not take time to evaluate the document and 

to offer constructive academic alternatives and since the student 

himself may have developed new attitudes toward school and academic 

life in general. The transcript could function as a discriminatory 

factor against the person who might use it (1: p. 5). 
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GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 

This is an extremely complex subject involving a great deal 

of disagreement and controversy. Even the experts in the field cannot 

seem to agree on the total scope of the professional services this 

vocation should provide and in what proportions. 

John R. Gustin recognizes that guidance-counseling at the 

secondary and vo-tech level is a very important factor, apart from his 

own preparation and motivation, for determining a student’s accessib¬ 

ility to our institutions of higher learning (9). 

It is the writer’s opinion that, after reviewing the informa¬ 

tion, that the purpose and function of the guidance-counselor at the 

pre-college level must be clearly defined and described, especially 

the implication and relevance of the counselor’s role to the issue 

of accessibility. One of the most pertinent discussions upon this 

topic was issued more than a decade ago by Homer V. Loucks in a 

directive entitled, ’’Guidance for Counselors" (13). 

In his paper, Hr. Loucks opens his remarks by pointing out 

that "a school counselor is a member of the instructional staff of the 

school employed to encourage, counsel, guide, direct and assist 

students in making intelligent decisions relative to the present and 

the future. . . His task is not one of the schedule making, discipline 

or testing. ... He is not an administrator . . . administrative 
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decisions are not his to make " (13) . 

Though many well-known educators have projected a rather 

idealistic portrait of the effective counselor, credit requirements 

and certification for the qualified guidance-counselor in the state 

of Montana present a highly controversial issue among educators at all 

levels. The controversy stems from requirements demanded both by the 

Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction and by the university 

system (9). 

The study by the Colorado Task Force on access has divided 

guidance-counseling into seven subtopics which are: 1. requirements, 

2. quality of people entering field, 3. Selection for entering field, 

4. duties, services and obligations, 5. communications with 

universities system, 6. administrator or psychologist, 7. faculty 

and student relationships (1). 

Though it might appear to some readers that this study has 

placed a disproportionate emphasis upon the role of guidance and 

counseling in relation to the problem of accessibility, the fact 

remains that guidance counselors do or should play a key role at the 

secondary level in preparing the young people of Montana for entrance 

into the institutions of higher learning. 
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UNIVERSITY SYSTEM: ELEMENTS OF ACCESS AND DELIVERY 

In searching for materials and literature directed toward 

access to the Montana University System, this writer only reviewed and 

used that information that hopefully improved the accessability 

factor. 

The purpose and access of higher education in America has been 

more that adequately formulated and answered by (6) (a national 

commission on higher education) which had been specifically charged 

to respond to the particular questions concerning the purpose of and 

access to the nations’ universities and colleges. According to this 

group the main purposes of higher education in the United States today 

and for the future are: 

The provision of opportunities for the intellectual, aesthetic, 
ethical and the skill development of individual students, and the 
provisions of campus environment which can constructively assist 
students in their general developmental growth. 

The advancement of human capabilities in society at large. 
The transmission and advancement of learning and wisdom. 
The critical evaluation of society through the individual 

thought-for the sake of society’s self-renewal (6: p. 13). 

These national educational objectives were reflected by the 

Montana Commission on Postsecondary Education (15) and in the access 

report by the Arizona University-Level Access Task Force (2). 

One of the most succinctly and clearly worded statements of 

the problem was recently issued by such a task force for the state of 

Colorado: 
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Formal education should be a life-long process and asserts 
that there must not be any arbitrary or artificial barriers 
related to prior educational achievement, sex, age, race, 
income, ethnicity, religious or political belief. 

When a student access is not satisfactorily achieved it 
is particularly troubling, for without access, it is question¬ 
able whether the post-secondary enterprise can meet its other 
objectives. 

Equality of opportunity for all students in higher educa¬ 
tion can be achieved within the present framework if those in 
authoritative positions are willing to confront the issues and 
develop programs in response to them (1: p. 9). 

These commissions unanimously affirm that every person should 

have access to education beyond high school if he wants it and 

demonstrates he can benefit by it. Every person, they insist, should 

still have the right to "fail". Every person must be made aware of 

his right of access, for if he is not, there is no authentic access. 

The job of providing the proper structures and apparatus to assure 

accessibility belongs to those in the higher echelons of the states 

higher educational system who have been vested with the power of 

shaping, policy for all the institutions of public education in that 

state (15). 

In the study "Plans of the University System of Washington - 

Turn Away? - What? - Where?" a real concern was displayed for students 

who, after entering the postsecondary level of education, were 

dropping out at an alarming rate and a study was conducted as to why? 

The study did not solve or answer the question but did find the 

university system was not providing all necessary services to the 
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individual students for maintaining continued enrollment (14). 

The Indiana College-Level Manpower Study #2 interviewed all 

secondary school seniors and profiled a survey on who or what 

influenced the student to enter the world of higher education. It was 

surprising to read how low counselors were rated (12). 

One state and one national commission investigated finance, 

scholarships and grants at the university level and found that there 

were many cases of discrimination against the average student from 

the average family in the United States (10). 

The Colorado Access Study was divided into six general 

categories which were identified as the key determinants of access for 

the citizens of its state. The six chief determinants of access have 

been generally acknowledged to be that of cognition, relevance, 

geography, time, eligibility and economics. These determinants of 

access were then more fully developed and explained in a format 

divided into four separate areas: a set of questions designed to 

identify their relative importance to the individual; indicated 

assumptions; possible trouble areas and concerns; and finally, 

recommendations (1). 

The area of indicated assumptions is where the Colorado study (1) 

proved successful. No questions were actually asked but phrase 

assumptions allowed the person being interviewed the chance and right 

to go freely in any direction with his discussion. 
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It is the writer's opinion that in the review of the materials 

in this report an example would be useful so the reader can understand 

the other five categories. 

Example: Eligibility Determinants. 

"Are institutional requirements1 for admission to higher 

education are relevant?" 

1. Admission requirements. 

2. Transfer of credit. 

3. Catalog of equivalent courses. 

4. Colorado student admission to advance degrees. 

5. Review of practices, policies and laws of admission. 

6. Open door policy. 

7. Re-entry of drop-outs and flunk-outs. 

It was agreed by many educators in Montana that this study 

could be used in a similar form for a study in this state. 

SUMMARY 

After reviewing the literature on access to higher education 

this writer came to the conclusion that his study could be strictly 

limited to what can be done to make the Montana institutions of higher.. 
i 

learning more accessible to its citizens. It should also be understood 

that the problem of accessibility is not unique to Montana, but that 

it is national in scope as many other states are grappling with the 
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issue. 

It is the opinion of the writer that the Colorado Study (1) 

was very successful but was somewhat limited in scope' but could easily 

be used as a model for a Montana study. If the structure was to be 

used for a Montana study it would have to be done with a broader 

framework. 



Chapter 3 

PROCEDURES 

This chapter will describe the manner in which the evaluative 

instrument was developed and the system and style used in collecting 

and extracting the data for evaluation. 

POPULATION 

The population for this study consisted of two hundred fifty 

(250) individually taped interviews that were as equally divided as 

possible among the major categories of the seventy-two (72) college 

personnel, seventy-two (72) secondary and vo-tech personnel, and 

seventy-three (73) of the general category of "grass rooters" labeled 

as "other representative lay public." 

The sample included the following cross-section: 

Board of Regents Members Teachers 

Board of Public Education Members Professors 

Legislators Students 

School Administrators Deans 

Guidance Counselors Assistant Deans 

Officials in State Government Parents 

Presidents of University System Campuses Ranchers 

Administrative Staff Members of the 
University System Campuses 

Farmers 

Personnel from Department of Public 
Instruction 

Doctors 
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Out-of-State Educators 

Personnel from Office of the Commissioner 
of Higher Education 

Vo-Tech Administration and Staff 

CATEGORIES OF INVESTIGATION 

The study included two major topics or headings which were: 

Secondary Education and Services, and University System: Elements of 

Access and Delivery. 

Investigation at the secondary level took a general approach 

to curriculum, transcripts, and guidance-counseling. 

The University topic was divided into six subtopics.dealing 

with the cognitive, relevance, geographic, time, eligibility and 

economic determinants. All of these subtopics were headed by one 

directed question followed by many phrase assumptions. An example 

of this from the instrument would be: 

D. TIME DETERMINANT 

"Are the higher educational services offered at a time when 

the individual can be free of other obligations? 

1. Expanded times when programs are offered. 

2. Reduce time limitations of a degree. 

3. Extend time limitations on degrees. 

4. Work-study. 

5. Policy review—neither arbitrary nor capricious. 

Lawyers 

Businessmen 

Laborers 
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METHOD OF COLLECTING DATA 

Before data collecting can fully be discussed, an explanation 

will be made explaining briefly how the method was selected and 

implemented. 

To be.able to approach this study with a comfortable under¬ 

standing, the writer either visited or was in direct communication 

with experts in the field of education in ten of our western states: 

Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, 

Washington, and Wyoming. After many hours of conferences dealing with 

access problems in these states, the many educators and administrators 

fully convinced me that every state should examine and review 

policies and procedures dealing with accessibility to its university 

system. 

The state of Colorado was in the early stages of a study 

dealing in accessibility to its university system in 1974 and had 

already developed an outstanding interviewing instrument to secure 

information when this study was begun. With the idea of comparing 

and sharing findings with Colorado, this writer adopted the Colorado 

outline, with modifications, to be the instrument used in the Montana 

study for collecting data. 

It was determined that in order to obtain a good cross-section 

of interviews, the researcher would travel to the different geographi- 
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cal locations and societal settings in Montana and interview the 

"grass rooters" or lay representatives of the educational community. 

These people included a wide range and variety of people engaged in 

many different professions, but who held two things in common: they 

were taxpayers, and each had an interest in Montana’s education system. 

The researcher which in a location would also visit the administration, 

staff and counselors of the secondary systems and interview a 

sampling of these. The schools so visited ranged in size from small 

to large in student population. 

When dealing with the Montana University System, it was 

decided to let the administrative staff of each unit select those who 

were to be interviewed. The writer also while on campus would, at 

random, select and interview other educators, staff members, and 

students. 

METHOD OF RECORDING DATA 

Each taped interview was reviewed three times and the 

statistical information and comments on each topic were recorded on 

a data sheet indicating whether those interviewed had expressed that . 

a problem does or does not exist in each area discussed. 

The researcher, two educational specialists, and two secretar¬ 

ies each listened to and extracted information from the tapes. The 

results of the three groups were then compared for determination 
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of consistent information. If a great variation in the result had 

occurred then a fourth review of the tapes to that assumption would 

be made and a finding then would be indicated giving the result more 

consistency. 

QUESTION 

The questions to be answered: 1. Are the secondary schools 

in Montana providing an adequate education and related services to its 

students so that their access to higher education can be attained in 

a reasonable manner? 2. Is the Montana University System providing 

the necessary elements of access and delivery to the people of 

Montana so that the psychological, relevance, goegraphic, time, 

eligibility, and economic determinants are fully taken into account 

and are reasonable? 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

A descriptive approach was used to present the data for this 

study. The descriptions were derived from the people interviewed, 

numbers represented and percentages presented in the method of 

organization. 

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN FOR ACCURACY 

Accuracy of the data was insured by the triple check method 
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and the double checked hand calculations utilizing the calculator. 

SUMMARY 

Even though the standard methods of random sampling, data 

collecting, and population listings were not used in this study as is 

the most familiar way, it is the writer’s contention that this study 

is accurate in its findings. That it was an unbiased selection of 

people to be interviewed is reinforced by the number of people who 

had input into the decision on just how many were to be chosen for 

interviews, and, in many instances, just who were to be interviewed. 

This study will give the boards entrusted with the regulatory, 

powers over the educational processes in this state a fresh look and 

new data to help in their value decisions so that education in Montana 

will be delivered in the most economical fashion, allowing, within 

reason, an "open door" access policy for all people of Montana. 



Chapter 4 

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 

For the purposes of this study of accessibility a total of 

two hundred seventeen people were personally interviewed. Seventy- 

three were cross representatives of faculties, administrators and 

students of Montana colleges and universities. Seventy-two were 

representatives of state-wide secondary and vocational-technical 

schools and seventy-two were a selective representation of the lay 

public of Montana. These Montana citizens, representing a substantial 

cross-section of the major professions and occupations of the state, 

indicated their concern about the various problems relating to 

accessibility by their response to the questions raised in the study 

outline phrase statements., 

The ratings and results of selected topics of the study was 

given in a three step presentation in most cases. First - sometimes 

a general statement or explanation is given to make more understandable 

the assumption statements. Second - the percentages are given to the 

assumption in three areas which were the college personnel, secondary 

and vo-tech personnel and the other representative lay-public. Third - 

following each percentage, in parenthesis, is the actual number of 

people involved with each assumption and its agreement. 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION AND SERVICES 
RATINGS OF SELECTED TOPICS 

Discussions were based on the assumptions or associations of 

the Montana instrument patterned from the Colorado Study with modifi¬ 

cations. Listed below are some of the major concerns expressed by 

those interviewed regarding the problem of curricula in Montana schools. 

(Since the content of courses taught in grade school and especially 

in high schools constitute an important determinant towards college 

entrance, secondary school curricula was one of the first areas of 

concern considered in this study.) 

CURRICULUM 

Curricula vary greatly from school to school, primarily because 

of the vast disparity in size of school population. Many of those 

interviewed expressed a concern that many high schools in Montana are 

too small to offer adequate curriculum. 

Assumption 1. That students in small high schools do have a 

curriculum disadvantage when competing at the college level in certain 

areas of study. 

Agree 

60% (44-29) College Personnel 
69% (50-22) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
60% (43-29) Other representative lay-publie 
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A concern was expressed by a large number of those interviewed 

that students at the elementary and high school are not being given an 

adequate basic training and development in the "Three 'R's". 

Assumption 2. That pre-college schools are not providing 

adequate development of the "Three ’Rfs". 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
61% (43-29) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
73% (54-18) Other representative lay-public 

Others, especially secondary school teachers, noted that larger 

schools that offer multi-level courses in the same subject find that 

many students avoid the more challenging top level courses in favor 

of those of a lower level in order to maintain a higher grade average 

and to insure an easier so-called work load. 

Assumption 3. That many students avoid the more challenging 
/ 

top level courses in high school in favor of easier courses. 

Agree 

X College Personnel not questioned on this issue 
73% (54-18) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
61% (43-29) Other representative lay-public 

College educators and the general public are beginning to 

suspect that academic requirements have become so lax in many high 

schools that the student is encouraged to cheat himself from obtaining 

a viable, sound, usable and applicable education, thus limiting his 

potential to develop fully his capacities in the academic, vocational 
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and professional areas of life. 

Assumption 4. That because of lax academic requirements the 

average student is encouraged to cheat himself from obtaining a viable 

education. 

Agree 

61% (44-29) College Personnel 
37% (27-45) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
58% (41-31) Other representative lay-public 

A majority of those interviewed expressed the conviction that 

both grade averages and the graduating rank in class derived from 

evaluations made by many secondary schools can be deceiving, misleading 

and do not always provide an accurate appraisal of which students are 

most academically and scholastically capable of doing college work. 

Yet such standards of evaluation often determine who shall receive the 

better scholarships from institutions of higher education. 

Assumption 5. That grade averages received in high school 

and graduating rank in class do not always provide an adequate appraisal 

of scholastic ability. 

Agree 

62% (45-28) College Personnel 
59% (42-30) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
57% (41-31) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 6. That too much theory is being taught in science 

and mathematics courses with insufficient orientation to practical 

application. 
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Agree 

36% (26-47) College Personnel 
41% (25-47) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
57% (41-31) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 7. That there is a strong possibility that the 

Montana Department of Public Instruction will soon eliminate certain 

courses normally required of all students. (American History and 

two years of mathematics.) 

Agree 

69% (50-22) College Personnel 
91% (65- 7) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
X Lay-public not aware of situation 

Since accessibility of college education depends to a great 

extent upon an awareness on the part of secondary school teachers of 

qualifications for entrance required by the university and upon a 

genuine sensitivity on the part of university personnel to the situation 

encountered by secondary school teachers in the high school environ¬ 

ment, the problem of communications between the university system and 

secondary education was also studied in this report. An impressive 

majority of those interviewed representing both the university and 

the secondary schools, seems to feel that some communication barriers 

between the secondary schools and university are slowly disappearing 

because of the efforts of a limited number of dedicated professors who 

are willing to visit1 secondary schools and develop close personal 
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relations with students, teachers and administrators there. 

Assumption 9. There is concern among those people in secondary 

education that there is not enough communication between educational 

system staffs. 

Agree 

68% (50-23) College Personnel 
85% (61-11) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
X Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 10. That there is growing lack of understanding 

between the university system and secondary schools in relationships 

to teacher needs and the high school teaching situation. 

Agree 

19% (14-59) College Personnel 
69% (50-22) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
X Lay-public not aware of situation 

Assumption 11. That the Board of Education and the Board of 

Regents should meet more often in joint sessions in an attempt to 

find solutions to problems that are constantly surfacing, especially 

in communications and accessibility. 

Agree 

90% (66- 7) College Personnel 
93% (66- 6) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
64% (45-27) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 12. That all concerned groups be consulted when 

high school or college curricula for college bound students are 

formulated or changed. 

t 
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Agree 

56% (41-33) College Personnel 
71% (51-21) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
84% (60-12) Other representative lay-public 

TRANSCRIPTS 

Assumption 13. That it would be unrealistic to attempt to 

develop a standardized transcript for all high schools throughout the 

state. 

Agree 

63% (46-27) College Personnel 
50% (36-36) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
X Lay-public gave no response 

Others questioned the practical value of the transcript as a 

means for aiding the student to enter the Montana university system 

since it is not required by law, because college advisors often do not 

take time to evaluate it and to offer constructive academic alternatives 

because of it, and since the student himself may have developed new 

attitudes towards school and academic life in general. The transcript 

could function as a discriminating factor against the person who might 

use it. Those interviewed further noted that the coding procedures 

which indicate what level of course study the student has completed 

cannot be compared to those employed by other secondary schools 

because of the great disparity of educational factors involved. 
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Assumption 14. That coding procedures indicating level of 

course study cannot be employed because of disparity of educational 

factors and the transcript should not label a student. 

Agree 

73% (54-19) College Personnel 
81% (58-14) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
96% (68- 4) Other representative lay-public 

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 

Though many well-known educators have projected a rather 

idealized portrait of the effective counselor, credit requirements and 

certification for the qualified guidance-counselor in the state of 

Montana presents a highly controversial issue among educators at all 

levels. The controversy stems from requirements demanded both by the 

Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction and by the university 

system. Yet there is a growing criticism of the secondary school 

system that students need more direction and advice from counselors 

for selecting proper courses of study that will not only create a 

challenge for the student but place him in the situation where he may 

be enabled to work to his full capacity. 

Assumption 15. That students need more direction from 

counselors. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
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74% (54-18) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
81% (58-14) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 16. That too many college credits are required of 

would-be guidance counselors. 

Agree 

37% (27-46) College Personnel 
65% (46-26) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
X Lay-publie gave no response 

Assumption 17. That many college level courses in guidance¬ 

counseling cannot be applied or are beneficial to a high school 

situation. 

Agree 

39% (29-44) 
73% (37-13) 
X 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Lay-public gave no response. 

Assumption 18. That the personal assets of the counselor 

constitute one of the most important in counseling. 

Agree 

72% (53-20) 
85% (61-11) 
90% (65- 7) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public. 

Assumption 19. That the counselor’s needs be made to 

correspond to the academic curriculum. 

Agree 

67% (49-24) College Personnel 
10% ( 7-65) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
X Lay-public gave no indicated response 
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Assumption 20. That the university curriculum be structured 

to fit the practical needs of a wide spectrum of counselors. 

Agree 

90% (66- 7) College Personnel 
94% (67- 5) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
95% (66- 5) Other representative lay-publie 

Assumption 21. That in those schools where a counselor can 

be hired only on a part-time basis that he be a classroom teacher- 

counselor. 

Agree ~ 

85% (62-11) College Personnel 
81% (58-14) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
93% (66- 6) Other representative lay-publie 

Assumption 22. That in those schools where a counselor can be 

hired only on a part-time basis that he be an administrator-counselor. 

Agree 

15% (11-62) College Personnel 
19% (14-58) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
7% ( 6-66) Other representative lay-public 

When the question relating to the quality of the candidates 

entering the counseling field was raised, the general consensus support 

ed the view that a majority of those employed in guidance-counseling 

possessed attributes of the highest quality and were doing an excellent 

job. Yet many pointed out that some of those in the field were 

causing problems that had denegrated the status of the counselor in 

the view of other educators and in the eyes of the general public. 
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Generally, those interviewed expressed deep concern in regard to coun¬ 

selors who had evinced problems in the following areas: 

1. The guidance-counselor who tends to get involved in counsel 

ing in areas beyond his special expertise. (Not psychoanalysts) 

2. The guidance-counselor who was attracted to counseling 

because of his own personal problems or one who becomes a crusader for 

some special cause. 

3. The guidance-counselor who failed as a teacher and who came 

to counseling seeking an easier occupation. 

4. The guidance-counselor who can relate himself to only one 

area of his profession and ignores all his other obligations as a 

counselor. 

5. The guidance-counselor who, lacking true dedication to his 

work, exploits his position as a stepping stone to more lucrative 

positions. 

6. The guidance-counselor who lacks those natural qualities 

that make for wholesome student counselor relationships. 

7. The guidance-counselor who refuses to make himself known 

to students and to the community at large. 

8. The guidance-counselor who confines his services to only 

a small segment of the student body. 

Assumption 23. That special experience and qualities be 
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expected for improving the education, training and selection controls 

of guidance-counselors. 

Agree 

75% (55-18) College Personnel 
91% (65- 7) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
90% (64- 8) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 24. That job descriptions for guidance-counselor 

positions be established. 

Agree 

85% (62-11) College Personnel 
81% (58-14) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
84% (60-12) Other representative lay-publie 

Assumption 25. That improvement is needed in manpower and 

professional job projection. 

Agree 

80% (58-15) College Personnel 
90% (65- 7) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 26. That descriptions of university courses, 

curricula and other information should be simplified for counselor and 

student use. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 
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UNIVERSITY SYSTEM: ELEMENTS OF ACCESS AND DELIVERY . 

This part of the study with its results x^as divided into six 

general categories which x^ere identified as the key determinants of 

access for the citizens of Montana in attaining an education in our 

university system. The six chief determinants of access have been 

generally acknowledged to be that of cognition, relevance, geography, 

time, eligibility and economics. These determinants of access then 

were more fully developed with a primary question for each category, 

designed to identify their relative importance to the individual. 

Along with each question was a set of assumptions to help the person 

being interviewed to broaden his or her discussion. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL OR COGNITIVE DETERMINANTS 

The first category relating to accessibility from the point of 

view of the institutions of higher learning had to do with cognitive 

determinants and addressed itself to the question of whether the 

individual citizen knox/s of the existence of higher educational 

services and.whether the services are perceived as available to the 

individual. This question leads to a more specific question of whose 

responsibility is it to disseminate information about higher education. 

It is generally agreed that most university units were attempting in 

one way or another to reach all the various communities of Montana and 
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all their residents with information of access related to their 

individual units. Some units, and especially certain academic 

departments within these units, have done an excellent job of dissemina 

ting information. Yet many problems still exist that had an adverse 

effect upon student access. 

Assumption 27. That there is a need for a centralized service 

and information center describing the services offered by the post¬ 

secondary schools of Montana. 

Agree 

47% (34-39) College Personnel 
88% (64- 8) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel . 
94% (67- 5) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 28. That secondary schools share very little 

information about the university system with community-at-large. 

Agree 

58% (42-31) College Personnel 
83% (60-13) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
94% (67- 5) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 29. That university and college catalogues are 

difficult for the layman to understand. 

Agree' 

37% (27-46) • College Personnel 
51% (36-35) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
70% (50-22) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 30. That all means of disbursing information 

relating to higher education should be reviewed. 
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Agree 

53% (39-34) College Personnel 
67% (48-24) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
83% (60-12) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 31. That the Commissioner of Higher Education 

should organize a program of information about the university system. 

Agree 

89% (65- 8) College Personnel 
81% (58-14) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
93% (66- 6) Other representative lay-public 

One of the most serious misapprehensions preventing access, it 

was discovered, pertains to the self concept that many individuals 

possess of themselves as not being university "material". Because of 

such a concept, many suspect that the Montana university system is 

losing an important segment of the population in Montana who possess 

real potential as students. 

Assumption 32. That the Montana university system is losing 

potential students in individuals working at full-time jobs. 

Agree 

30% (22-51) College Personnel 
43% (31-41) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
57% (41-31) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 33. That the university system is losing potential 

students in those individuals who were never properly counseled. 

Agree 

19% (14-59) College Personnel 
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35% (26-46) 
51% (36-35) 

Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 34. That the university system is losing potential 

students in those who lack financial aid. 

Agree 

33% (24-49) 
61% (43-29) 
69% (50-22) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 35. That the university system is losing potential 

students in those individuals whose latent abilities as a student were 

late in maturing. 

Agree 

39% (29-44) College Personnel 
46% (33-39) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
61% (43-29) Other representative lay-public 

Another deterrent to access, some suggested, was that many 

students are totally unaware of part-time employment job possibilities, 

and various grants-in-aid. 

Assumption 36. 

Agree 

That many students are unaware of campus jobs. 

60% (44-29) 
83% (60-12) 
94% (67- 5) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 37. That many students have never been advised of 

scholarships and other grants-in-aid. 
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Agree 

30% (22-51) 
51% (36-35) 
87% (63- 9) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 38. That many prospective students do not know to 

whom to write for information about college loans or grants-in-aid. 

Agree 

43% (31-42) College Personnel 
63% (45-27) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
87% (63- 9) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 39. That many prospective students are never 

apprised of the problems involved in transferring from one university 

unit to another. 

Agree 

39% (44-29) College Personnel 
76% (55-17) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
95% (67- 5) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 40. That a state-wide counseling and information 

service should be implemented. 

Agree 

20% (15-58) College Personnel 
41% (30-42) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
46% (33-39) Other representative lay-public 

(It might be noted that in the previous assumption that 

economics was the largest factor noted for a program like this.) 

Assumption 41. That more student-oriented extension courses 

be implemented. 
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Agree 

41% (30-43) College Personnel 
50% (36-36) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
65% (46-26) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 42. That representatives from the colleges and 

universities be encouraged to go to communities and speak to the 

people about the units they represent. 

Agree 

36% (19-54) College Personnel 
41% (30-42) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
66% (47-25) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 43. That former graduates be asked by the units to 

represent their alma mater at various community functions. 

Agree 

25% (18-55) College Personnel 
50% (36-36) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
58% (41-31) Other representative lay-public 

RELEVANCE DETERMINANTS 

The second category relating to accessibility from the point of 

view of the institutions of higher learning has to do with relevance 

determinants and has addressed itself to the question of whether 

present higher educational services were related to the needs of the 

individual and society. Though the university system has made great 

progress in meeting needs and demands of providing quality professional 

training and marketable education, it was determined there still is 
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room for improvement in this area. Problems relating to educational 

relevancy still persist within the system. 

Assumption 44. That there is a moot question whether under¬ 

graduates in the Montana university system are receiving quality instruc¬ 

tion commensurate to that received by graduate students. 

Agree 

25% (18-55) College Personnel 
53% (38-35) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
70% (50-22) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 45. That the salaries of the instructional staff 

at the Montana university system tend to remain at a sub-standard 

level and could effect quality of staff and instruction. 

Agree 

65% (47-26) College Personnel 
40% (29-43) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
38% (28-44) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 46. That the workload of many college professors 

is not comparable to those in other professions. 

Agree 

20% (15-58) 
53% (37-35) 
81% (58-14) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 47. That research programs are not adequately 

equated to classroom instruction. 

Agree 

76% (56-17) College Personnel 
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50% (36-36) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
X Lay-public - no response 

Assumption 48. That college and university professors are not 

adequately compensated for community services. 

Agree 

60% (44-29) College Personnel 
X Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel - no response 
X Lay-public - no response 

Assumption 49. That colleges and universities are slowest of 

all educational systems for making needed changes and are failing to 

advise students of job opportunities upon graduation. 

Agree 

40% (29-44) College Personnel 
60% (43-29) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
71% (51-21) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 50. That college and university curricula should 

be adjusted to answer the particular needs of special students. This 

would include the part-time and older student seeking higher education 

and are on the increase in our colleges and universities. 

Agree 

48% (35-38) College Personnel 
60% (43-29) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
64% (45-27) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 51. That the constantly changing needs and demands 

of society require that every viable college and university constantly 

monitor the programs it offers. 
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Agree 

56% (44-33) College Personnel 
67% (48-24) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
69% (50-22) Other representative lay-publie 

Assumption 52. That every review be initiated by the Commis 

sioner of Higher Education with input from the staffs of each 

individual unit. 

Agree 

44% (32-41) College Personnel 
82% (59-13) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
85% (61-11) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 53. That every review be directed toward the 

welfare of the student and his future. 

Agree 

69% (50-22) College Personnel 
82% (59-13) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
85% (61-11) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 54. That all sound academic change is initiated 

at a high price and no deep or lasting change can be made without 

considerable financial support. 

Agree 

90% (66- 7) College Personnel 
91% (95- 7) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
82% (59-13) Other representative lay-public 

College advisors and counselors play an important role in 

relation to the relevance determinant to success. For the accessi¬ 

bility of a student and his continuing success in an institution of 
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higher learning can often be directly linked to quantity and quality 

of advice and counseling that is received while in college. 

Assumption 55. That those assigned as college advisors are 

performing badly. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
94% (67- 5) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
97% (69-3) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 56. That many students make out their own schedules 

and on many occasions forge signatures or get some other professor to 

sign schedules. 

Agree 

50% (36-36) 
91% (65- 7) 
97% (69- 3) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-publie 

Assumption 57. That many students are unable to find their 

advisors when seeking counsel. 

Agree 

50% (36-36) College Personnel 
91% (65- 7) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
97% (69- 3) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 58. That many students are assigned to advisors 

possessing no knowledge of the students1 field of study or interest. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
95% (67- 5) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
87% (63- 9) Other representative lay-public 
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Assumption 59. That most students that remain in college will 

eventually find help in selecting proper courses of study. 

Agree 

80% (58-15) College Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-publie 

GEOGRAPHIC DETERMINANTS 

The third category relating to accessibility from the point 

of view of the institutions of higher learning has to do with geographic 

determinants and the data with its results addressed itself to the 

question of whether the higher education services are located in an 

area that an individual student can reach with his resources of money, 

time and energy. Because of the vast size of the state of Montana and 

because of the increasing demand made by the average citizen for 

college oriented courses, a serious effort must be made to take the 

campus to the home of the student. 

Assumption 60. That there is a genuine need for off-campus 

courses. 

Agree 

46% (34-39) College Personnel 
56% (40-32) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
71% (51-21) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 61. That extension and continuing education courses 

should remain self-supporting. 
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Agree 

50% (36-36) College Personnel 
35% (26-46) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
42% (41-31) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 62. That it is the responsibility of the university 

system to provide more off-campus courses if the need and demand is 

demonstrated. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
95% (67- 5) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (82- 0) Other representative lay-publie 

Assumption 63. That circumstantial situations should permit 

an individual to earn part of his degree off-campus. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
89% (64- 8) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 64. That an "off" campus degree be evaluated no 

differently than one earned "on" campus. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
89% (64- 8) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 65. That "in" residence requirements be applied 

only to those programs which make them relevant and not be applied 

indiscriminately to all programs. 
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Agree 

63% (46-27) College Personnel 
74% (54-18) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
82% (59-13) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 66. That residency at one Montana university unit 

should be counted as residency at each of the others. 

Agree 

38% (28-45) College Personnel 
72% (52-20) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
91% (65- 7) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 67. That the residency requirement for graduate 

degrees should be reviewed. 

Agree 
-f 

48% (35-38) College Personnel 
90% (65- 7) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-publie 

Assumption 68. That credits earned off campus should carry 

the same value as those earned on campus. 

Agree 

56% (41-33) College Personnel 
91% (66- 6) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 69. That graduate credits earned off campus should 

be validly applied to graduate transcripts and requirements. 

Agree 

38% (28-45) College Personnel 
75% (54-18) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
88% (64- 8) Other representative lay-public 
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Assumption 70. That a student be allowed to apply a larger 

number of "off" campus credits towards a graduate degree. 

Agree 

38% (28-45) College Personnel 
78% (56-16) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
90% (65- 7) Other representative lay-public 

Many citizens who dwell in the more remote areas of Montana 

and at great distance from any college or university campus have 

expressly noted that it was not humanly feasible to expect a college 

professor to travel over endless country roads to present a course 

of study to their community and wondered if there were any other 

alternatives. 

Assumption 71. That if qualified persons were close or in 

the community that they be certified to teach properly validated 

college courses under the direction of professors in residence on 

college and university campuses. 

Agree 

41% (30-41) College Personnel 
79% (57-15) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
91% (65- 7) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 72. That Montana consider the use of tele-communi¬ 

cations as a medium of instruction. 

Agree 

55% (40-33) College Personnel 
56% (40-32) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
73% (53-19) Other representative lay-public 
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Assumption 73. That a person be allowed to study on their own 

and challenge courses for credit. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
96% (68- 4) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 74. That Montana consider utilization of mobile 

classrooms and labs. 

Agree 

50% (36-36) College Personnel 
72% (52-20) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
73% (53-19) Other representative lay-public 

(It might be noted that the economical factor entered into this 

assumption and concern was expressed as to the additional cost to the 

taxpayers.) 

Assumption 75. That introduction of independent study groups 

or other non-traditional teaching methods be explored. 

Agree 

41% (30-43) College Personnel 
63% (45-27) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
84% (60-12) Other representative lay-public 

TIME DETERMINANTS 

The fourth category relating to accessibility from the point 

of view of the institutions of higher learning has to do with time 

determinants and addressed itself, data and findings, and to the 
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question of whether higher education is being offered at a time 

when most individuals are free of other obligations. Though 

institutions of higher learning in the past have provided excellent 

educational services to the majority of their students in attendance 

by operating, for the most part, on an average teaching day, five days 

a week and for nine months out of the year; because of recent emerging 

factors, features of academic time scheduling may have to be consider¬ 

ably modified to meet the needs of the general public 

Assumption 76. That colleges and universities consider expand¬ 

ing the teaching day and the academic week to respond to community 

needs. 

Agree 

50% (36-36) College Personnel 
70% (50-22) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
85% (61-11) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 77. That it is discriminatory to many potential 

students to schedule most class instruction between eight and twelve 

in the morning. 

Agree 

37% (28-46) College Personnel 
66% (47-25) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
81% (58-14) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 78. That the college teaching day has been designed 

for the full time student. 
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Agree 

68% (49-23) College Personnel 
90% (65- 7) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
93% (66- 6) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 79. That the time framework for many degrees could 

be considerably reduced without serious harm to the quality of educa¬ 

tion received at bachelor’s degree level. 

Agree 

53% (39-34) College Personnel 
76% (55-17) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel) 
80% (58-14) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 80. That it cannot be assumed that which is learned 

within a certain time frame is of greater value than that which is not. 

Agree 

39% (29-44) College Personnel 
83% (60-12) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
94% (67- 5) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 81. That courses in certain areas can become out¬ 

dated and of little value in a short period of time. 

Agree 

97% (81- 2) College Personnel 
85% (61-11) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
73% (53-19) Other representative lay-publie 

Due to societial changes and need and because many must work 

full-time to remain in school, either as full-time or part-time students, 

the academic day and week should be made more flexible. 
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Assumption 82. That the Montana university system should make 

its academic day and week more flexible. 

Agree 

37% (27-46) College Personnel 
53% (37-35) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
69% (50-22) Other representative lay-public 

This study did reveal that a large majority of those questioned 

suggested that the university system seriously study a plan that the 

state of Washington has implemented whereby a student may be placed 

with an industry or firm closely associated with the profession he is 

pursuing and receive pay, on the job training and college credit for 

the experience (7). Furthermore, such experience would provide more 

assurance to the student of a job upon graduation, though it might 

have taken him a relatively longer time to satisfy all his graduation 

requirements. 

Assumption 83. That the university system of Montana should 

study the plan implemented by the state of Washington (7). 

Agree 

71% (52-21) College Personnel 
92% (66- 6) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 84. That the university system of Montana review 

all policies relating to time eligibility requirements. 

Agree 

77% (56-17) College Personnel 
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100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 85. That the policy reviews be implemented by the 

university units under the direction of the Commissioner of Higher 

Education. 

Agree 

82% (60-13) College Personnel 
95% (67- 5) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

ELIGIBILITY DETERMINANTS 

The fifth category relating to accessibility from the point of 

view of the institutions of higher learning had to do with eligibility 

determinants and addressed itself to the questions of whether 

institutional requirements for admissions to higher education are 

relevant. Though Montana’s admission requirements for the Montana 

citizen are relatively simple in structure, requiring only proof of 

high school graduation or a G.E.D. certificate, some people felt that 

there are some university regulations that may have an effect on 

accessibility. 

Assumption 86. That a transcript be required for admission to 

the units of the Montana university system. 

Agree 

72% (53-20) College Personnel 
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51% (36-35) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
50% (36-36) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 87. That an undergraduate student have the right to 

enter any department of any unit of the university system to test his 

academic ability. 

Agree 

51% (37-36) College Personnel 
85% (61-11) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
90% (65- 7) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 88. That every student be required to take S.A.T. 

test or its equivalent before entering college. 

Agree 

68% (50-23) College Personnel 
43% (31-41) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
26% (18-54) Other representative lay-public 

Since the thorny issue of the transferral of credits between 

the various units of the Montana university system has been generally 

discussed for years within the state, a considerable diversity of 

response was elicited from those interviewed about the particular topic. 

A large number of those interviewed felt that there should be a 

complete transferability of credit among the state’s public colleges 

and universities of Montana with the maximum applicability of credits 

to degrees. But there was a great divergence of opinion on the 

question of whether transferability or degree applicability of credit 

should be affected by the method of instruction or by the fact that 
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instruction took place "on" or "off" the campus. While a sizeable 

number of college and university personnel favored such a qualification 

no one representing the opinion of the general public did. While all 

Montana colleges and universities accept the transferability of credit 

from other units there are those departments within the units that 

have not. 

Assumption 89. That the transferability or applicability of 

credit should be affected by the method of instruction. 

Agree 

65% (47-26) College Personnel 
21% (15-57) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
0% (0 -72) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 90. That students are aware that certain credits 

transferable to another unit of the Montana university system may not 

be counted as required credits in certain departments and divisions. 

Agree 

70% (51-22) College Personnel 
40% (29-43) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
19% (14-58) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 91. That Montana should publish through the Office 

of the Commissioner of Higher Education a catalogue of equivalent 

courses in the university system. 

Agree 

69% (50-22) College Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 
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Assumption 92. That the time and expense of printing a 

catalogue would be worth the effort. 

Agree 

67% (49-24) College Personnel 
95% (67- 5) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 93. That a catalogue would facilitate a smoother 

inter-institutional transfer of course credits for students and be 

accepted more readily. 

Agree 

85% (62-11) College Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Because the demand and need for obtaining advanced degrees has 

increased over the past several decades for the purpose of bettering 

ones* knowledge, professional position and earning power, most of 

those interviewed strongly felt that qualified Montana students should 

be given a distinct advantage in admission status over those from 

"out-of-state", and that if a graduate program is limited to a certain 

number of students because of facilities staff, or money, the "Montana 

student" who has proven qualifications should be given preferential 

treatment. 

Assumption 94. That Montana students be given preferential 

treatment for entrance to graduate school over those from outside the 

state. 
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Agree 

81% (59-14) College Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 95. That all students in the Montana university 

system be required to take the Miller Analogies test or the Graduate 

Record Examination before being accepted in graduate school. 

Agree 

46% (34-39) College Personnel 
12% ( 8-64) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
3% ( 3-69) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 96. That the GRE and Miller tests can significantly 

predict the potential success of a student in a graduate program. 

Agree 

51% (37-36) 
9% ( 7-65) 
X 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Lay-public gave no response 

Assumption 97. That three full quarters should be required 

for residency toward a masters degree. 

Agree 

58% (42-31) College Personnel 
31% (22-50) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
20% (14-58) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 98. That a student should be allowed to challenge 

a graduate course for credit. 

Agree 

49% (36-37) College Personnel 
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100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public. 

Assumption 99. That the limitation of transfer credits from 

other Montana units and extension courses tends to inhibit student 

access to graduate study. 

Agree 

40% (29-44) College Personnel 
86% (62-10) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
94% (67- 5) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 100. That all policies of admission to all the 

units of the university system should be reviewed. 

Agree 

69% (50-22) College Personnel 
95% (67- 5) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
96% (68- 4) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 101. That the Montana university system should 

continue its "open door" policy. 

Agree 

98% (71- 2) 
100% (72- 0) 
100% (72- 0) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

ECONOMIC DETERMINANTS 

The sixth and final category relating to accessibility from 

the point of view of the institutions of higher learning had to do 

with economic determinants and addressed itself to the data findings 
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and to the question of whether higher educational services are so 

priced that they are affordable to the average individual or whether 

appropriate and sufficient financial aid is provided the individual 

to avail himself to these services. Because most of the citizens of 

Montana are willing to support education at the university level, 

fully cognizant of the rewards and valuable services rendered by all 

the units of the university system, the cost of a college education 

in Montana still remains at a reasonable level. But the people of 

Montana are now beginning to question the funding policies of the 

university system and the equitability of the distribution of monies 

into the various areas of higher education. 

Assumption 102. That educational funding policies primarily 

support the campus full-time student to the disadvantage of the part- 

time student. 

Agree 

31% (50-22) College Personnel 
54% (38-24) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
63% (45-27) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 103. That in an economic crisis Montana institutions 

should first maintain a quality bachelor program by limiting offerings 

at the graduate level. 

Agree 

67% (49-24) College Personnel 
85% (61-11) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
96% (68- 4) Other representative lay-public 
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Assumption 104. That the communities of Montana should try 

to assure every qualified person of the right to attend a state public 

university or college. 

Agree 

100% (72- 0) College Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
100% (72- 0) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 105. That financial grants-in-aid are being properly 

disbursed in the university system without discrimination to any 

groups including the average student from the average income family. 

Agree 

10% ( 7-66) 
14% (10-62) 
5% ( 5-67) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 106. That part-time students should have ,the same 

access to aid as that enjoyed by full-time students. 

Agree 

60% (44-29) 
81% (58-14) 
93% (66- 6) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 107. That Montana should consider free tuition for 

the first two years or last two years of a bachelor program. 

Agree 

23% (17-56) College Personnel 
33% (24-48) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
27% (19-53) Other representative lay-public 
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Assumption 108. That groups of people in Montana should be 

offered a special advantage over others in attaining access to a 

higher education. 

Agree 

0% ( 0-72) College Personnel 
0% ( 0-72) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 

10% ( 7-65) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 109. That if all cannot be treated equally, all 

grants-in-aid programs should be abolished. 

Agree 

63% (46-27) College Personnel 
79% (57-15) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
82% (59-13) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 110. That the student should pay a set fee for every 

credit hour taken. 

Agree 

56% (41-33) College Personnel 
75% (54-18) Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
80% (58-14) Other representative lay-public 

Assumption 111. That the student should pay a different rate 

per credit hour based upon the number of credits taken during a 

particular semester or quarter. (Now in use in the Montana university • 

system.) 

Agree 

44% (33-41) 
25% (18-54) 
20% (14-58) 

College Personnel 
Secondary and Vo-Tech Personnel 
Other representative lay-public 
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SUMMARY 

This survey illustrated a representative sample of agreement 

that there are some problems associated with accessibility to the 

university system in Montana and that these problems should be 

reviewed and resolved. 

The question of accessibility has arisen from economic and 

social changes that demand a response from those with the authority 

to alter the current situation. 

Concern is also apparent regarding the academic achievement 

of Montana's high school students as well as the guidance received by 

the students from their counselors regarding entrance to institutions 

of higher learning. 

Although the colleges and universities in Montana university 

system have attempted to resolve the problems of accessibility, more 

work needs to be done to satisfy the needs and demands of Montana's 

citizens. 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to identify problems that exist 

regarding accessibility for the citizens of Montana to their university 

system and to make recommendations to those people entrusted with the 

power to implement solutions. 

The writers’ evaluative instrument was derived from the 

objectives and goals adopted by the Colorado Access Task Force of 

1974 (1). The Montana instrument was modified to satisfy the problems 

as stated. The instrument contained one hundred eleven assumptions 

to which the people interviewed could agree or disagree. 

Data pertaining to these problems was obtained, using the 

instrument, from a sampling of Montana citizens comprising three 

general groups: college personnel, secondary personnel, and other 

representative lay-public. Where it deems necessary, the Montana 

Board of Regents is using this data to up-date and improve accessibility 

to the Montana university system. 

The study was limited to resident citizens of Montana during 

1975 and 1976. The two hundred seventeen people personally inter¬ 

viewed represent all geographical sections in the state. 

The review of literature was divided into two major and nine 

minor sub-sections. The major areas were: the services and functions 

of secondary schools, and the university system: elements of access 
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and delivery. 

Common agreement exists that the primary goals of post-secondary 

education should be to enhance the opportunities of learning, to 

increase the quantity and quality of opportunities and to respect the 

individualism and diversity of the students when providing meaningful 

experiences. It is also agreed that formal education should be a life 

long process and that there must not be any arbitrary or artificial 

barriers related to prior educational achievement, sex, age, race, 

income, ethnicity, religious or political belief. 

The Carnegie (6) and Colorado Studies (1) agree when student 

access is not satisfactorily achieved it is particularly troubling, 

for without access it is questionable whether the post-secondary 

enterprise can meet its other demands. These studies also affirm that 

every person should have access to education beyond high school if he 

wants it and demonstrates he can benefit by it. Every person must be 

made aware of his right of access, for if he is not there is not 

authentic access. 

To obtain data for this study of accessibility a total of two 

hundred seventeen people were personally interviewed. Seventy-three 

were cross representatives of faculties, administrators and students 

of Montana's public colleges and universities. Seventy-two were 
\ 

representatives of state-wide secondary and vocational-technical schools, 

and seventy-two were a selective representation of the lay-public 
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of Montana. These Montana citizens represent a substantial cross- 

section of many vocations, professions and occupations of the state. 

The data were recorded in percentages and included the number 

of people that agreed to the conclusions drawn from the one hundred 

eleven assumptions found in the instrument as opposed to those who 

did not. These results paralleled the results of the Carnegie Report 

(6) and the Colorado Access Study (1). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The problem for the study was to determine whether or not the 

institutions of higher education in Montana are accessible to Montana 

citizens. As a whole it must be concluded that they are. Entry 

requirements are "open", there are sufficient numbers of schools, and 

the locales are convenient, and costs are not high. 

In addition, the secondary problem was to determine whether 

or not the accessibility of these institutions was communicated to 

those citizens. There is disagreement as to whether or not this is 

true. Secondary schools and vocational-technical personnel, along with 

lay citizens disagree with college personnel that a central service 

agency should disseminate information. In addition, information which 

comes to the public schools and to vo-tech centers from and about the 

higher institutions is not shared with the community. Further, 

secondary schools and vo-tech people disagree with college personnel 
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about the clarity of information in college or university catalogues. 

All groups do agree though that all means of disbursing information 

needs to be reviewed. One must conclude that communication about the 

accessibility of the Montana institutions of higher education is not 

clear and that the Commissioner of Higher Education should organize 

a program of information about the university system. 

Those students who might wish to become part-time students 

within the system do not receive the same benefits as full-time 

students. All three study groups agreed that the scheduled days 

benefits the full-time student, though college personnel do not see 

the need for added flexibility of the academic day or week. 

It must also be concluded that college and university 

personnel see themselves as communicating well with Montanans but 

secondary school and vo-tech personnel do not perceive the communica¬ 

tion. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

SECONDARY EDUCATION AND SERVICES 

Curriculum 

The breadth of the instrument used for the study precludes a 

short series of recommendations. While the problem was narrow in scope, 

many facets of accessibility and communication of that entity must be 

spoken to. As a consequence of the concerns expressed relative to: 
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curriculum relating to student needs, the demands of society and the 

problem of communications between the university system and the second¬ 

ary schools, the following recommendations have been suggested: 

1. That the Board of Regents, the Board of Public Education, 

the Commissioner of Higher Education, the Superintendent of Public 

Instruction and their staffs should meet and confer among themselves 

on a regular basis and also with representatives from college staffs, 

school teachers and school administrators. 

2. That professors in the university system must be encouraged 

not only to develop professional and personal relationships with those 

teaching in the secondary schools, but make themselves and their 

functions knoxm to the community as a whole. 

3. That secondary schools develop the kinds of programs which 

encourage and guide the students in such a manner that they are 

challenged to gain the best possible education. 

Transcripts 

In regards to the use of transcripts as a just means of 

evaluation and accessibility the following recommendations were 

suggested: 

1. To determine the actual value of the transcript issued by 

the secondary school system. If it possesses true significance for 

better student access, then it should be properly implemented at the 
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university level. 

2. To employ a single state-wide coding system for transcripts 

from those schools that utilize a multi-level teaching structure in 

courses of study. 

Guidance and Counseling 

After a careful review and consideration of the concerns 

expressed by a majority of those interviewed in regard to the major 

areas relating to guidance-counselors in our secondary schools the 

following recommendations are offered: 

1. That all the university units develop carefully considered 

guidelines so that they may exercise more control over the selection of 

those entering the field of guidance-counseling. 

2. That curricula at the college level be reviewed to answer 

the most practical needs of guidance-counselor personnel on the job. 

3. That school administrators initiate a plan enabling guid¬ 

ance counselors and the teaching staff of the various schools to work 

closer together to aid students in becoming more aware of the accessi¬ 

bility of the world of work and higher education. 

4. That communication between the secondary schools, vo-tech 

centers and the university units of Montana be increased and improved. 

5. That general guidelines should be developed and approved to 

provide parameters within which guidance-counselors can effectively 

function in an accepted professional manner. 
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UNIVERSITY SYSTEM: ELEMENTS OF ACCESS AND DELIVERY 

Cognitive Determinants 

Following a study of the programs of other states and the 

reflections of Montana citizens relating to cognitive determinants to 

accessibility the following recommendations have been suggested: 

1. That a centralized communication and information center be 

established by the Board of Regents, under the direction of the 

Commissioner of Higher Education. 

2. That all campuses be required to continue or to establish 

a close personal relationship with all the people of Montana. 

3. That a program be developed that will afford the average 

student from an average Montana home an equal accessibility to a 

higher education that the better endowed student now enjoys. 

Relevance Determinants 

After a careful perusal of the concerns expressed by those 

interviewed in relation to the determinant of relevancy the following 

recommendations have been suggested: 

1. That a program be initiated and developed that will establish 

a quality advisory program for students especially in the first two 

years of college. That possible incentives for better college level 

advisors might include reduction of class load or increase in salary. 

2. That a system be developed whereby a student be given a 
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normal projection of his future job probability in his chosen 

profession. 

3. That professors who give their time and energy to teaching 

extension courses, to lecturing in elementary and secondary schools 

and who perform other community services be given equal status for 

promotion, salary and rank as those professors who remain on the 

campus to write research and professional papers for publication. 

4. That a policy be formulated by the Board of Regents that 

will insure that undergraduate students be given a quality of instruc¬ 

tion comparable to that given to graduate students. 

5. That student welfare, development and education remain the 

prime purpose of our university system, overshadowing all other 

activities and functions that transpire on the campus or in the labora¬ 

tory. 

Geographic Determinants 

After reviewing the concerns expressed by those interviewed in 

response to the problem of geographic determinants, the following 

recommendations are suggested: 

1. That institutions should examine their instructional 

programs with a view to increasing the number of degrees and courses 

which could be offered in off-campus locations. Degree programs 

should be made available to all interested individuals, regardless of 
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their geographic location, and all relevant and properly validated 

courses should be applicable to the degree. The degree awarded should 

carry no indication as to whether it was earned "on-campus" or "off- 

campus" . 

2. The institutions of higher education should examine 

policies that require certain periods of time "in residence" to assure 

that where such requirements exist, they refer to specific programs 

and not indiscriminately, to all programs. 

3. That credits for college courses that are being taught by 

the university system carry the same value and weight whether they 

are earned "on" or "off" campus. That this rule apply to degrees at 

every level whether the credits were granted before or after acceptance 

to the program. 

4. That funding for continuing or extension education be 

reviewed so that such programs be not regarded as entirely self-support¬ 

ing. 

5. That alternative modes of delivery of education to the 

community and its residents be reviewed and considered. 

6. That use of off-campus instructors be considered as a method 

of teaching college courses in remote areas of Montana. 

Time Determinants 

It is further recommended: 
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1. That institutions of higher learning be encouraged to 

continue to develop a more flexible time frame as indicated by the needs 

of the students and society and that they should make educational 

services available more days of the week and more hours during each 

day. That greater consideration be given to utilizing facilities six 

or seven days a week and twelve to fifteen hours a day not only in 

terms of student needs but because of economic factors as well. 

2. That institutions of higher learning, at the request of 

the Board of Regents and under the direction of the Commissioner of 

Higher Education, review all policies relating to credits, degrees 

and certificates to be completed within a certain time frame to assure 

that such policies are neither arbitrary nor capricious. 

Eligibility Determinants 

After a careful review of the concerns expressed by those 

interviewed in relation to the problems of eligibility determinants, 

the following recommendations have been formulated: 

1. That all institutions of higher education should accept all 

students who possess a high school diploma or its equivalent or who meet 

such other general admission requirements appropriate to the institution’s 

particular role and function. 

2. That practices, policies and laws concerning admissions be 

subjected to a data-based review with the objective of affirming or 

\ 
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modifying admissions so that optimum access and appropriate institutional 

missions are supported. 

3. That a catalogue of equivalent courses among institutions 

should be developed and disseminated in order to facilitate inter- 

institutional transfer or course credits and/or students. 

4. That Montana students be given preferential treatment over 

those from other states for acceptance into graduate programs admitting 

a limited number of applicants. 

5. That the value of the GRE or the Miller Analogies test for 

acceptance into graduate school be reviewed. 

Economic Determinants 

After consideration of the various factors related to the 

concerns expressed by the majority of those interviewed regarding the 

problem of economic determinants, the following recommendations have' 

been suggested: 

1. That financial grants-in-aid be made equitably available 

without discrimination to any student under various conditions and 

situations. Those considered to qualify for such aid would include 

the beginning, continuing and part-time student. 

2. That such aid should equally support all programs under 

the direction and supervision of the Montana university system 

whether situated "on" or "off" the campus. Such programs would 
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include those designed to meet the specific needs of particular 

groups, such as policemen, lawyers, teachers, nurses, clerks, laborers, 

and others interested in specialized courses. 

3. That a re-evaluation of credit tuition fees be made to 

determine which is the most financially sound method of collecting monies 

for the university system of Montana. 

4. That no student under any grants-in-aid program be able 

to draw more aid than the minimal amount needed for educational 

purposes. 



APPENDIX 



INSTRUMENT 

ACCESS STATE OF MONTANA'S INSTITUTIONS 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

I. SECONDARY EDUCATION AND SERVICES 

A. CURRICULUM 

1. Meet needs of student and demands of society 

2. Communications between University System and Secondary 
Schools 

B. TRANSCRIPTS 

1. Structure and recommendations 

2. Standardization 

3. Evaluation 
\ 

4. Coding used today to identify course quality or level 

C. GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 

1. Requirements (State and College) 

2. Quality of people entering field 

3. Recommendations for entering field 

4. Framework of duties, services and obligations 

5. Communications with University System: 

a. Manpower 
b. Curriculum understanding 

6. Illusion of administrator or psychologist? 

7. Faculty relationship 

II. UNIVERSITY SYSTEM - ELEMENTS OF ACCESS AND DELIVERY. 
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A. PSYCHOLOGICAL OR COGNITIVE DETERMINANTS 

"Does the individual know of the existence of Higher Educa¬ 
tional Services, and are the services perceived as available 
to the individual?" 

1. Dissemination of General Information - by whom and from 
where? 

2. Individuals - self concept they are not university 
material. 

3. No aware - no access 

4. Statewide counseling 

5. Community awareness 

B. RELEVANCE DETERMINANTS 

"Are the available Higher Educational services related to the 
needs of the individual and of society?" 

1. Resource and services for changing needs - Manpower 

2. Geared for today or yesterday 

3. Work-study 

4. Old people back to the campus 

5. Review of programs and by whom? 

6. Encouragement of Innovation 

7. College advisors and duties 

C. GEOGRAPHIC DETERMINANTS 

"Are the Higher Educational services located so that the 
individual can reach the site of the services with an 
affordable expenditure of money, time and energy?" 

1. Expand off-campus offerings 
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2. Degrees off campus 

3. Residency requirements 

4. Credit transfer 

5. Use of non-campus instructors in remote areas 

6. Credit by examination 

7. Credit time-limit review 

8. Alternative modes of delivery 

D. TIME DETERMINANTS 

"Are the higher educational services offered at a time 
when the individual can be free of other obligations?" 

1. Expanded times when programs are offered 

2. Reduce time limitation of a degree 

3. Extend time limitation on degrees 

4. Work-study 

5. Policy review - neither arbitrary nor capricious 

E. ELIGIBILITY DETERMINANTS 

"Are institutions requirements for admission to Higher 
Education relevant?" 

1. Admission requirements 

2. Transfer of credit 

3. Catalogue of equivalent courses 

4. Montana student admission to advance degrees 

5. Review of practices, policies, and laws of admissions 
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6. Open Door Policy? 

7. Re-entry of drop-outs and flunk-outs 

F. ECONOMIC DETERMINANTS 

"Are the Higher Educational services priced so that they are 
affordable to the individual, or is appropriate and sufficient 
financial aid provided to enable the individual to afford 
the services?" 

1. Support of educational programs 

2. Expanded financial aid 

3. Free tuition 

4. Work study 

5. Financial aid for average student from average income 
family 

6. Bank control of aid programs (federal) 

7. Denial of access because of financial resources 

8. Credit charge theory for credit taken 

NOTE: 

Suggestions for additions to the topics and or new areas not 
mentioned above would surely be x^elcomed. 



INSTRUMENT 

ACCESS STATE OF COLORADO’S INSTITUTIONS 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

I. SECONDARY EDUCATION AND SERVICES 

A. CURRICULUM 

1. Meet needs of student and demands of society 

2. Communications between University System and Secondary 
Schools 

B. TRANSCRIPTS 

1. Structure and recommendations 

2. Standardization 

3. Evaluation 

4. Coding used today to identify course quality or level 

C. GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 

1. Requirements (State and College) 

2. Quality of people entering field 

3. Recommendations for entering field 

4. Framework of duties, services and obligations 

5. Communications with University System: 

a. Manpower 
b. Curriculum understanding 

6. Illusion of administrator or psychologist? 

7. Faculty relationship 

XX. UNIVERSITY SYSTEM - ELEMENTS OF ACCESS AND DELIVERY 
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A. PSYCHOLOGICAL OR COGNITIVE DETERMINANTS 

"Does the individual know of the existence of Higher Educa¬ 
tional Services, and are the services perceived as available 
to the individual?" 

1. Dissemination of General Information - by whom and from 
where? 

2. Individuals - self concept they are not university 
material. 

3. No aware - no access 

4. Statewide counseling 

5. Community awareness 

B. RELEVANCE DETERMINANTS 

"Are the available Higher Educational services related to the 
needs of the individual and of society?" 

1. Resource and services for changing needs - Manpower 

2. Geared for today or yesterday 

3. Work-study 

4. Old people back to the campus 

5. Review of programs and by whom? 

6. Encouragement of Innovation 

7. College advisors and duties 

C. GEOGRAPHIC DETERMINANTS 

"Are the Higher Educational services located so that the 
individual can reach the site of the services with an 
affordable expenditure of money, time and energy?" 

1. Expand off-campus offerings 
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2. Degrees off campus 

3. Residency requirements 

4. Credit transfer 

5. Use of non-campus instructors in remote areas 

6. Credit by examination 

7. Credit time-limit review 

8. Alternative modes of delivery 

D. TIME DETERMINANTS 

"Are the higher educational services offered at a time 
when the individual can be free of other obligations?" 

1. Expanded times when programs are offered 

2. Reduce time limitation of a degree 

3. Extend time limitation on degree 

4. Work-study 

5. Policy review - neither arbitrary nor capricious 

E. ELIGIBILITY DETERMINANTS 

"Are the institutions requirements for admission to Higher 
Education relevant?" 

1. Admission requirements 

2. Transfer of credit 

3. Catalogue of equivalent courses 

4. Colorado student admission to advance degrees 

5. Review of practices, policies, and laws of admissions 
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6. Open door policy 

7, Re-entry of drop-outs and flunk-outs 

F. ECONOMIC DETERMINANTS 

’’Are the Higher Educational services priced so that they are 
affordable to the individual, or is appropriate and sufficient 
financial aid provided to enable the individual to afford 
the services?" 

1. Support of educational programs 

2. Expanded financial aid 

3. Free tuition 

4. Work-study 

5. Financial aid for average student from average income 
family 

6. Bank control of aid programs (federal) 

7. Denial of access because of financial resources 

8. Credit charge theory for credit taken 
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